




DESIGN.”OFCONCRETEMIXTURES’
BY DUFF A. ABRAMS

PiWFESSORIN CHARGEOF LABORATORY

The design o~ concrete mixtures is. a subject of vital interest to akl &ineers
h.d constructors who have to do with concrete work. The problem involved may
be one of the following:

1,

2.

3.

4.

W$o;k~ is necessary to produce concrete of proper strength for a given

.With given materials what proportions will givi the best concrete at min.
irnwn cost?

With different lots of materials of different characteristics which is best
suited for tbe purpose?

What ~s the effect O. strength of concrete f mm changes in mix, c.onsi~tenq
or sux and grading of aggregate ?

PmpO~tiO?ing concrete frequently ,involves @ecti& of materials aS ~c]l &
their combmahon. In general, the question of reIatlve costs is also present.

The term “Desigrl” ii used in the. title of this article as distinguished from
“proportioning” since it is the intention to imply that each element of the problem
is approached with & deliberate purpose in view wh~cb is guided hy a rational method
of accompli sbmmt,

“___

The design of concrete mixtures, with a view to prodllcillg a given result in tl, e
most economic manner, involves many complications ‘wbicb have heretofore defied
analysis.

Many different methods of proportioning hpve been suggested; the most im.
portant ones may be characterized as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Arhitmry selection, wch as 1 :2;4 mix, without reference to the size m
grading of the tine and coarse aggregate;

Density of aggregates in which the endeavor is made to secure an aggregate
of maximum density;

Density of concrete in wY,ch tbe attempt is made to secure concrete of
maximum density;

Sieve analysis, in which the grading of the aggregates is made to approx-
imate some predetermined sieve analysis curve which is considered to give
the best results ;

surface area of aggregates.

It is a matter of common experience that the methdd of arhitmry selection in ,
which fixed quantities of fine a“d coarse aggregates are mixed without regard to
the size and grading of the individual materials, @ far from satisfactory., Our experi-
ments have shown that the other methods menhoned above am also subject to sermus
limitations. We haw found that the maximum strength of ccmcrete does not depend
m either m aggregate of, maximum density or a concrete of ,nuyzinmm density,
and that the methods wh,ch have been suggested for proportlomng concrete by
sieve malysis of aggregates are based on m erroneous theory. All of the methods
of proporticx+g ccm.rete which have b:.” propos~d in tbe pmI h,ave failed to give
proper ,attentlon. to tbe ‘water content o! the mm. Our expermxmta.1 work bas
emphasized the nnpcmtance of the water q concrete mmtures, and ,shpwn ,tbat the
water is, in fact, the m?st important jnqredg.t, since very small varmtmns m .y. t.r
content prodcwe more tmportant v M mtmm m the strength and other properties of
concrete than similar changes in the other ingredients.

‘R. ri.t.d from Minutes of the A..ual Meeting of the Portland Cement Association, held
in New ?%rk, December, 1918.
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New Sf.dies of Co..ret. MLrtur..

During the pas~ three years a large number of investigations ha”e been under
way at the Structtiral Materials Research Laboratory, Lewis Institute, Chicago,
which throw considerable new light on the subJect of propo~tlo.ing co.cret$ These
imestigations are being carr!ed out through the cooperatmn of the Instdnte and
the Portland Cement Association. These studies have covered an investigation
of the inter-relation of the following factors:

1. The consistency (quantity of mixing water).
2, The size and grading of aggregates. ,
3. Tbe mix (proportion of cement).

Any comprebe.siye study of proportioning concrete must take into account all of
these factors.

During thjs perjod about 50,0+Xl tests have been carried out which have a
bearing on this subject. These tests have bee: largely confined to compression
tests of concrete and mortar!. These mvest,gatlo?s have gwm m a new insight
into the facto,rs which underbe the correct proportioning of concrete mixtures and
show the lim,tatiom of older methods. Certain phases of these investigations are
stall under way,

The following may be mentioned as among the most important principles ‘
which have been established with refere?ce to the design of. concrete mixtures.
1“ a brief report of thm kind it is impracticable to present more than an outline of
the methods of applying ~be principle? to p.ractlcal Problems. In onh’ a few instances... -
are experimental data g!ven on which these conclusmns are based.

1. With glv’en concrete materials and conditions of test the quantity of mixi?g
water used determmes the strength of the concrete, so long as the mm
n of a workable plasticity.

2. The sieve analysis furnishes the only correct basis for proportioning a~
gregates m concrete mixtures.

3. A simple method of measuring the e$cctiv,e size and g~ading of an ag-
gregate has been developed. This gwes r,se to a function known as the ~
“fineness modulus” of tbe amzrexate.. .

4. Tbe fineness modulus of tbe aggr$gate furnishes a rational method for
combining materials of different size for concrete mixtures.

5. Tbe sieve analy~is curv~ of the aggregate may be widely different in form
without exertnu? any udhcnce on the concrete streniith.

6. Aggregate of equ~val~qt concrete-making ciual~ties ma; b. produced by an
mfimte number of d,ff. rent gradings of a gwen mater] al.

7. Aggregates of equivalent concre~e-making qualities may be produced from
materials of w,dely different s,ze and grading.

8. In general, fin! and. coarse aggregates of widely diff?r:nt size or grading
can be combmed m such a manner as to produce smnbm results in m“-
.rete.

9. The ?gg,-cgate gpdi,,g wbi,ch produces tfie strongest concrete is “d that
g!v?ng the q=xlmum d!n~!ty (lOwest vO,ds ).. A grading coarser than that
w’,mg max,muln dens,ty ,, necessary fOr highest concrete $trength.

10. The richer the mix, The coarser the grading shodd be for an aggregate of
$i~en max!mum s,=; henc!, the greater the discrepancy between max-
imum density and best grading

11. A mmp~ete anal~s,is of the wate~-req~ircmcnts of concrete shows that the
quant,ty of m,xmg water reqmred ,s governed by tbe follow;ng factors:

(a) The condition of “plasticity” m “we,-kability” of concrete which
must be used-the relative consistency;

(b) The, normal consistency of the cement;

(c) The size and grading of the aggregate;



(d) The relative, volumes of cement and aggregate—the mix;
(c) The absorption of the aggregate;
(f) The mutamed water in aggregate.

12. There is an intimate rela~ion between the grading of the aggregate and the
quantity of mater requwed to produce a workable concrete,

13. The water content of a concrete mix is best considered i“ terms of tbc
volume of tbe cement—the water-ratio.

14. The ibape of the particle and the quality of the aggregate have less in-
fluence on the concrete strength than bas been reported by other ex.
oerlmemers,

Eff i-et of. Qua?ttity of Mixing Water on the Stmtgtk of Concrete
FiE. 1 shows tbe relation between the compressive strength and tbe water con-

tent for ‘2&day tests of 6 by 12-in. crmcrete cylinders. Mixes from 1:15 to neat
cement were used; each mix was made up of aggregates ranging i“ size from 14-
rnesh sand up to 1~,-in. “gravel; x wide range i“ consistmcies was used for all
mixes and gradings.

Tbe water content of tbe concrete is expressed *S a ratio to the volume of
cement, considering that the cement vmigbs 94 lb. percu. ft. Distinguisbin marks

$are used for each mix, but no dktinction k made between aggregates of rfferent
size m differmt consistencies,

h
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FIG. L RELATION BETWEEN STRENGTH OF CONC,RETE AND WATER CONTENT

Twenty-eight-day wmnpressim t.ses of 6 by 12-imh .ylimders.’ (Sake 83.)

When tbe compressive strength is platted against the water ratio in this way,
a smooth curve is obtained, due to tbe overlapping of the points for different mixes.
Values from dry concretes have been omitted, If these were med we should obtain
a series of curves droppinra downward and to the left fmm the c.r.e ,shown. ‘I+ is
seen at mm. that the u.. and gradrng of the aggregateand tbe quam@ of cement
W. no longer of a“y ~mportauc. except m so far + thes~ fa$tors inflmme the
q.a,mity of water w.,red ~. produce a w?rkable m,x.. This g!ves us an entirely
new conceptmn of the fmxtmn of the- constituent matenak entering into a concrete
mix and is the most basic principle wbicli bas been brbught out in o.. studies of
concrete.
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The equation of. the curve is of the form,

s=; ..................................(1)

where S is the compressive strength of concrete and x is the ratio of the volume
of water to the vol~me of cement in the batch. A and B are constant! whose values .
decmnd on the cwahty of the cement used, the age of the concrete, c.rmg conditions,
et:.

This equation expresses the law of stren@h of concrete so far as the pro-
portions of materials are concerned. It is seen ,that for given concrete materials
the strength depends on only one factor—the @o of mater t? cement. Equations
which have been proposed m the past for this purpose c?ntam terms which take
into account ,such factors as quant@ of cement, p~opo rtlons of fine and coarse
aggregate, votds. m aggregate, etc:, but they have muf ormly mmtted the only tam
which is of any importance; that 1s, tke water.

For the conditions of these tests, equation (1) becomes,

14,m13
s.— ,,,...,.,.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(2)

7X

The refation given above holds so long as the concrete is not too dry for max-
imum strength and the aggregate not too coarse ,for. a given quantity of cement;
in other words, so long as we have a workable %&x.

Other tests made .in this Iahoratory b?ve shown that the character of the ag-
gregate nmk~s little difference so long as it is $lean amd “of. stmct”m.lly deficient.
The ahsorptlon of the aggregate must be taken mto account ,f comparison is being
made of dzfferent aggregates.

Tbe strength of the concrete responds to changes in water, regardless of the
reason. for these changes. The water-ratio may be changed due to any of the
following causes:

1. Change in mix (cement content). ‘
2. Change in size or grading of aggregate.
3. Change in relative consistency.
4. Any combination of (1) to (3).

In certain instances a 1:9 mix is as strong as a 1:2mi+, depending only on
water conte,,t. It should not be concluded that these tests ind,.ate thzt lean mixes .
can be substituted for richer ones without lunit. We are always limited by the
necessity of using sufficient water to secure a workable mix. So in the case of
the grading of aggregates. The workability of the mix will in all cases dictate the
minimum quantity of water that can he used. The importance of the workability
factor in concrete is therefore brought out m its true relation

The problem of designing concrete mixes resolves itself into this:
To prod”.. a workable concrete which bas z given water-ratio using a. minimum

auantitv of cement; or the converse, to produce a workable concrete with a minimum
water-ratio using a Eiven quantity of cement. The methods for secnrimg the best
grading of aggregate and the use of the driest concrete which is workable are thus
seen to be only devices which enable us to accomplish the above-mentioned results.

Fitwness Modulus of Aggregate

The experimental work carried out i. the laboratory has given rise to what we
term tbe fineness modulhs of the aggregate, This fm.tion furnishes a method of
measwing the size and grading of the aggregate. It may be defied as follows:

The sum of the percentages in tbe sieve analysis of the aggregate divided by 1(K.

Tbe sieve analysis is determined by mi”g the follotvi”g sieves from the Tyler
standard series: 1(0, 4$ 23, 14,”8, 4, %-i”., %-i”. and I%.-in. These sieves are
made of square-mesh vmre cloth. Each sieve has a clear opening just double the ,
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.

Table 1

METHOD O.F CALCULATING FINENESS MODULUS OF AGGREGATEs
The sieves used are commonly known as the Tyler standard sieves. Each sieve

has a claw opewiitg jm.t double that of the precech.~ one,
The sime a.alysis may he expressed i“ terms of volume or weight.
The finenes< ntod@s of an aggregate is the sum of the percentages given by

the sieve analyms, div,ded by K’il.

size of
slew b... Owing
Sk. in. mm, F=

(A) (B) (C3 (D) (E) (F)
82

;;
100

% 46
fl ;g 100 ;j&j

0
100

24 44 100 100 ,00
1: 25 100 ,00 ,Oo

: 0 :; 95 100
000
0

66 86
0.09255O

00000 Cl

Fim.”css Modulus, .= ~ 3.1.0 6.46 -iG ix 5.7+

.Primtka October, 1922.) The No. 48. 28, +.d 14-m.sh sieves give
No, SO, 30, a“d 16 mow u+ in the ‘,T.”tat,v. IQ@od af T.,, f.,

:.s. for Concre.t# of.. the Amen... Society for Te8t,ng Materials The

OL I I I 1 1 I I , I , u 1 I 1 I

FIG. 2.

s-eves.>. (2@scz??) “ -
METliOD OF PLOTTING S\EVE ANALYSIS OF AGGREG.4TES
Sieve .“F++s ..>..$ for aggregates B, E a“d G in Table 1.
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width of the preceding one, The exact Clmensions of the sieves and the method
of determining the fineness modulus .wiR be found in Table 1. It will be noted
that the sieve analysis is expressed m terms of the percentages of material by
volume or weight coarser than each sieve.

A well-graded torpedo sand up to No, 4 sieve will give a fineness rnod”lus of
about 3,C0; a coarse aggregate graded 4-1% in. will give fi?eness modulm of about
7.IXi; a mixture of the above matertals in proper proportmm for a 1:4 mix will
have a fineness modulus of about 5.80. A fme sand such as drift-sand may have a
fineness modulus as low as 1.50.

Siwe Aatysi$ of ‘4ggwg0te$

There is an intimate relation between the siev,e analysis curve for the aggregate
and the fineness modulus; in fact; the fineness modulus .m.bles us for the first time
to properly interpret ,the sieve analysis $f an aggregate, If the sieve analysis of an
aggregate M platted m the marine< mdlcated m Fig. 2; that is, using the per cent
coarser than a green s,eve as ordinate, and the s,eve size (platted to logarithmic
scale) as abscissa, the fineness modulus of. the aggregate is measured by the area
below the sieve analys,s curve. The dotted rectangles for aggregate “G” show
how this result is secured. Each elemental rectangle is the fineness modulus of the
material of that particular size, The fineness modulus of the graded aggregate i:
then the summation of these elemental areas. Any other sieve ana.lYsIs curve which
will give the same total area corresponds to the same fineness modulus and will
require the same quantitj of water to produce s mix of the same plasticity and
gives concrete of the same strength, so long as it is not too coarse for the quantity
of cement used.

The fineness modulus may be considered as an abstract lmmber; his iri fact a
summation of volumes of material. There are several db?erent methods of com-
puting it, all of ,which will give th~ same result. The method given in Table 1
is probably the szmplest and most d!rect.

Some of the mathematical relations involved are of interest. The following
expression shows the relation between the fineness modulus and the size of the
particle:

m=7.94+ 3.3210 gal, . . . ...’..... . . . . . . ...(3)

where m!= fineness modulus
d = diameter of particle in inches

This relation is perfectly general so long as we use the standard set of sieves
mentioned zbovc. The constants are fixed by the regular sizes of sieves used
and the units of measure. .Logarithms are to the base 10.

This relation applies to a single-size material or to a given particle. Tbe
fineness mod.lm is then a logarithmic f“nctim of the diameter of the particle.
This formda ne~d not be used vnth a graded materkil, since the value can be
secured more easdy and dkectly by the method used m Table 1. It is applicable
to graded materials pravided the .relati-e quantities of each size are ommidered,
and the dkmneter of each group M used. BY applylng the formnla tO a graded
material we wodd be cakulati”g the values qf the separate elemental rectangles
shown in Fig. 2.

F&wtes. Modulus Shwgth Relatio?t for Co%cwte

Many different series of tests have shown that for a given plastic ~ndition of
concrete and the same mix there is an intimate relatio? between the fineness modulus
of the aggregate and the strength and other propertms of the concrekz We have
seen that the reason for tbm result w fotmd in the fact thzt the fineness modulus
simply retlects the changes i“ water-ratio neqessary to produce a given plastic
condh ion.

Figs. 3 md 4 give the results of certain compression tests wliich bring out the
relation between, the strength of tbe ccmcrete and tbe fin.mess mod”hxs of the
*ggICg?tC. It WIII be noted fr?m F,g. 3 that a sepuate mrve may be drawn for
each m!x. In each case there IS a steady imrease i“ the compressive strm~tl. of
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FIG 4. RELATION BETWEEN FINENESS MODULUS OF AGGREGATE
AND 5TRENGTH oz CONCRETE

Twenty-eight-day compression tests of 6 by 12.in.h cylinders (Series 78.) Sand end pcbbk
w=re~ate waded to sizes shown. The contrast between the relation diown by these tests and
those i“ Fig, 3 should b. noted.

The sieve analyses af the aggregates in Fig. 4 are given belo. m:

Raw. F,.en e,, , Per Cent Coarser then Ea.h Siw,

i“ Sk. Modulus ,00 48 28,1484ti% 1%2
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Table 2

EFFECT OF GRADING OF AGGREGATES ON THE STRENGTH

OF CONCRETE

Compression tests of 6 by 12-in. concrete cylinders.

Mix 1:5 by volume; age at te$t, 28 days; stored in damp ssnd; tested damp.

Aggregates-sand” and pebbles from E&in, Ill. Aggregates were screemd to
different sizes and recombined to conform to predetermined sieve analyses.

The aggregates were made up in such a mama as to give the widest nriatiom
in the grading of the particles. All gradings had one common property, in that the
fitie%eas wwdtdus was exactly the %mw.-m = 6.04. The fineness modulus of the
agmgate is the sum of the pefcentwes in the sieve analysis, divided by 108.

The sank? quantity of water was used in all specimens of a given consistency.
The 110% consistency contains 10% more water than the 103%,

Each specimen was made from a separate batch.

Each value in the strength tests is the average from 5 tests made on differmt
days. (From Series 78.)

Compress.. Strength
Firmness Surface Area of Concrete at 28 dam

Sieve Analysis of Asgregate Modulus of Aweszt, w. in. (lb. per w. in. )
Ref. Per Cent Coarser than Each S@.. of Aggre p,, lb. of P., S. of 100% Con- 110% Gon

+4 M 1% 1z 2 gate .A2srcgate Cement siste”.y sistemcy

602
569
764
999

No. 100 48 28 14 8 4 3

40 99 98 95 90 81 68 49 24 0 6,04
259 9P 98 96 92 84 67 46 22 0 6.04
260 98 97 93 88 80 67 52 29 0 6.04
261 97 94 91 85 77 67 58 35 0 6,04
262 93 92 87 82 75 6? 67 39 0 6.04
263 95 90 84 78 73 67 62 55 0 6.04
264 95 89 82 75 67 67 67 62 0 6,04
265 100 97 91 79 72 67 S8 40 0 6.04
266 100 97 93 88 83 67 50 27 7 0 6.04
267 99 97 94 86 77 67 47 27 16 0 6,04
268 98 95 90 83 83 83 50 22 0 6.04
269 98 94 90 86 83 80 55 18 0 6.04
27o 96 90 80 80 80 80 60 39 0 6.04
271 100 96 92 87 81 75 50 23 0 6.04
272 95 91 87 82 77 73 59 40 0 .5.04
273 99 95 88 80 76 73 61 32 0 6.04
274 90 85 81 78 75, 73 66 56 0 6.04
275 100 93 82 73 73 73 .53 47 0 &04
276 100 100 100 92 81 60 45 26 0 6.04
27f 100 98 9S 90 80 60 SO $1 0 6.0.+
278 100 99 96 92 84 55 50 28 0 6.04
279 100 99 96 91 80 50 ,50 38. 0 6.04
280 98 84 84 84 84 .57. 57 S7 O 6.04
281 99 98 91 ’86 80 76 38 38 0 6.04
282 99 98 91 86 80 76 46 30 0 6.04
283 99 98 91 86 80 76 61 1S 0 6.04
284 99 98 91 85 80 76 67 9 0 6.04

1,292
1,4s1
1,565

761
616
709
834
898

1,391
672

1,31s
911

1,992
1,076

390
557
483
514

1,276
701
697
68?
,*,

904

390

1,992

34.4

8.8
8,2

11.4
15.2
20.1
23,0
25.2
11.9
9,0

3,300 2,890
2,930 2,6S0
3,120 2,760
3,140 2,790
3,100 2,800
2,830 2,740
2,680 2,58o
3,070 2,690 ~
3.080 2.790

10,5 3;1s0
12.6 3,080
13.3 8,050
21.5 2,970.
10.0 2,930
20.2 . 3,000
13,9 2,950
31.3 2,680
16.7 2,820
5.6 3,040
8.3 2,900
7.0 2,940
?,6 3,080

19,7 3,000
10.4 2,940
10.2 3,020
10,1 2,930
,.9 2,970

13,8 2,990

5,6 2,680

31.3- 3,3o0

37,2 3.41

2,710
2,500
2,550
2,55o
2,710
2,580
2,740
2,440
2.620
2;780
2,77o
2,750
2,750
2.780
2;700
2,660
2>670
2,6,.

2,690
2,440
2,890
3.04
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the concrete a? the fineness modulus of \he aggregate increases, until a certain value
is reached which corresponds to a max,mum point, It wdl be noted also that this
maximum point mr~esponds. to higher and higher values of fineness nmdulm as the
quantity of cement ,n the m!x k w.r=,ed. In other words, the maximum strength
come. at a fineness modulus of about 5.8Q for the 1:9 mix and about 6,4Q for the
1:4 mix. In these tests the different v.lqes of tbe fineness mod@us were secured
by usi.g ? prepond.er=ce ,Of the coarser s1.=, but in all case, maintaining the same
limiting sine, that M, 1% m.

In Fig. 4, is found a similar relation between the strength and’ the fineness
mod”lm, except that no maximum point is found, This condition arises from the
fact that tbe rnaxirzmm ,size of the aggregate is increasing without changing the
type, of the sieve ?n.lys+s curve, co.s~quently the fineness modulus Strength CUW

contmmes to nse mdefimtely. Tbe height to which the curve rm.es !s bm,ted only
by the maximum size of aggregate which may be used. It is Important to note
that there is no conflict between the indication of Figs. 3 and 4.

For all practical purposes and for ordinary ranges in concrete mixes the fine-
ness modulus strength ,relation m,ay be assumed as a linear OR The comparison
of the true and approximate relat]on n brought out in the discussion of the “Water
Formula” below.

A .&en value for the fineness mod+us of an aggregate can be secured with
any combination ? f p,ercent?ges in tbe s: eve analyws which giyes th,e same total,
ccmseqwntly, a“ mfimte variety of gradings may be fonnd wbtch gwe aggregate
of the same concrete strength. Table 2 gives the results of groups of tests which
bring mt the wide varia~ion which may be made in tbe grading of aggregate with-
cmt prod~cing any essent,al vartatlon in the concrete strength. Tw~nty -seven differ-
ent gradings of the same aggregate were made up. These gradings covered the
widest possible range, but they had one property m common; that is, a fineness
modulus of 6.04, All specimens were mixed with tbe same quantity of cement and
water, Separate sets of specimens were made of two different consistencies. The
mean variation from the average strength is about 3%.

Table 2 also furnishes some interesting data o“ the sm’face-area method of ,,
proportioning aggregates. It is s..” that there is the widest variation in the surface
area of the. aggregate wvthout any appreciable difference i“ the concrete strength.
Ow studies have clearly shown that surface area is not a satisfactory basis for pro-
~ortiomng aggregates,

De.igti of Cmowt. Mixes

In accordance with our previous statements tbe problem of designing concrete
mixes using given materials resolves itself into that of finding the ,c?mbi.?tion
which with a given water-ratio will giye a concrete of suitabie .wOrkabdlty using a
minimum of cement.

Tfie following outline will make clear the steps to be followed in the design
of concrete mixes on the basis of our studies of concrete:

STEPS IN Tn. DESIGN OF CONCRETE MIXTURES

1. Kmnuing the compressive strength required of the concrete, determine by
reference to Fig. 1 tbe maximum water-ratio wbicb may be med. Sub-
seq”e”t steps in the design of .omxete mixes are only. ,devices for
.securi”g a workable concrete using this water-ratio and a mm,m.m qu*n-
tity of cement. It is obvious that a give” water-ratio can be secnred with
a rnin@mrn of cement if the agq.gate is graded as coarse .s De:missible
(cormdermg its szze and the mm used) and If we use the dr,est mix
which .+. be pr.@y plac~d. Smmi:g a ccmrs,e, well-gra~ed aggreg?te,
using rjcb rmxes, employ?ng the drmst practlcabk cons, stemy, mpg
nmchamcd methods of pla,cmg mmrete, etc.! are all methods .of prod,ucmg
a work?ble mix with ,., mmimum water-rat,?. Experience or trml n the
only gwde m determmmg the relative consistency of concrete necessary
in tbe work. Obviously the driest workable consistency should be used.
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The size of, aggregate ayailable, or wb~ch must be used, and the other
factors will furnish a gu]de as to the mix. The mix is expressed as one
volume of cement to a given nmnber of volumes of aggregate; that is,
the combmed fine and coarse aggregate. In general, sotie allowance
must be made for tbe high strengths m Iabgratory tests, In other words,
a water-rat,o somewhat lower than th+ gwe~ for the required strength
in Fig. 1 should be used. For co.nvemence m the subsequent steps wc
shall deal w,th concrete strength instead of water-ratio (as in Fig. 6),
although it should be understmd that it is the water-ratio which fixes the
strength so long as we have a plastic mix.

2. Make sieve analysis of fine and coarse aggregates, using Tyler standard
sieves of the following sizes: 103, 40, 28, 14, 8, 4, %,, % and Iz in.
Express sieve amdysis in terms of perce”tag.es of matemal by weight (or
separate volumes ) coarser thm each of tbe standard sieves.

3. Compute fineness modulus of each aggregate by adding the percentages
found in (2), and dividing by 103.

4. Determine the “maximum size” of aggregate by applying the following
rules: If more than 15?7. of aggregate is coarser than any sieve the
maximum size shall be taken as the nex~ la~ger sieve in the standard
set; if less than 15% is ,coarser than c~rtam sieves, the smallest of these
sieve sizes shall be comwdered tbe max,mum size.

5. From Table 3 determin~ the, maximum value of iineness modulus which
may ,be .s~d for the m,x, k,n.d and size of aggregat~, and the work under
cons, derat, on. (The values m Table 3 are platted m Fig. 5.).

6. Compute the percentages of fine and coarse aggregates required to produce
the fineness modulus desued for the final aggregate mixture by applying
the fornmla:

A—B
p.lm — . ...,.,...,,......,...,;.....,...(3)

A—,C
wh&e p = percentage of fine aggregate in total mixttire.

A = fineness modulus of coarse aggregate.
B = fineness modulus of final aggregate mixture.
C = fineness modulus of fine aggregate.

Fig. 7 may be used for solving Equation 3, and for making comparisons of
tbe effect of certain changes in proportion of fine and coarse aggregates. The
distinction between fine and coarse aggregate is solely for convenience in secur-
ing a uniform grading; the division may be made at any desired point.

7. With t~e estimated mix, fineness modulus ancl consistency enter Fig. 6 and
determine the strength of concrete produced by the combination. If the
strength shown by the diagram is not that required, the necessary read-
justment may be made hy changing the mix, consistency or swe and
grading ?f the aggregates.

The quantity of water required can be determined from Formula 4 below,
or approximately from Table 5.

IMPORTANT NOTE: It must be understood that the values in Fig. 6
were determined from compression tests of 6 by 12-in. cylinders stored for %
days in a damp place. The values obtained on the work will depend on such
factors as the consistency of the concrete, quality of the cement, methods of
mixing, handr,ns, placing the concrete, etc., and on age and curing conditions.

Strength values higher than given for relative consistency of 1.10 should
seldqm be considered in designing, since it is only i“ exceptional cases tl& a
consmtency diner than this can be satisfactorily placed. For wetter concrete
nmcb lower strengths must be considered.
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Table 3

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE VALUES OF FINENESS MODULUS

OF AGGREGATES

For mixes other than those given in the table, use tbe values for the next
leaner mix.

For mazimuwt sizes of aggregate other than those given in the table, we the
values for tbe next smaller size.

Fine aggregate includes all material finer than No, 4 sieve; coarse aggrt-@e
includes al material coarser tban the No. 4 sieve. Mortar is a mixture of cement,
water and fine aggregate.

This table is based on tbe requirements for sa++d-a!td-pebble or WOWI aggregate
composed of approximately spherical particles, in ordinary uses of concrete in rein-
forced concrete structures. For other materials and in other classes of work the
nw.xi,?um permissible V+l”CS of fineness modulm for an aggregate of a give” size
is sub!ect to the followm. corrections:

(i) If crushed ston; or JLzg is used as coarse aggregate; ?+?dtw. Yal.es in
table by 0,23, Fm crushed material consisting of unmually flat m elcmgated
particles, reduce values by 0,40.

(2) For pebbles mmsisti.g of flat particles, reduce values by 0.25.
(3) If stone scrt?.?cifig$ are used as fine aggregate, reduce values by 0.23.
(4) For the top course in awcvete roads, radttc. the. values by 0.25. If tinisb-

ing is done by w,c)wtiicd wmm, this reduction need not be made,
(5) In work of wtassiue firo~ortions, such that the smallest dimensim is larger

than 10 times the maximum size of the coarse aggregate, additicws ,may be nwdt
to the values in the table as follows: for %-in. aggregate 0.10; for 1%-in. 0.20; for
3-in. 0.30; for 6-ire 0.40.

Sand with fineness modulus lower than 1.50 is undesirable as a fine aggregate
in ordinary concrete mixes. Natural sands of such fineness are seldom fmmd.

Scutd w scwenitig. med for fine aggregate in concrete mum not have a higher
fineness modulus than that permitted for mortars of the same mix. Mortar mixes
are covered hy the table and by (3) above.

Cvush.d siow mixed with bo~h finer sand and coarser pebbles requires “o
reduction in fineness modulus provided the quanti$. of crushed stone is less than
30% of the total volume of the aggregate,

Mix Size of Agtwgate

0.% 0.1i,l.. o.lz 0.2.1”0.4,..

4,60 5.00 5.35 5,75 6.20
4.25 4.6S S.00 5,40 5.80 6.25
4.35 4,75 S.15 5,55 5.9S 6.43
4.45 4,85 5,25 5.6S 6,05. 6.50
4.60 S.00 5.40 5.80 6.20 6:60

5.20 5.60 6.00.. 6.40 6.85
5,50 5.90 6.30 6.70 7.15
5.90 6.30 6.70 7.10 7.S5

Cem..Am

1-12. ,. .,.
1-9. . . . . . .
1-7. . . . . . .
1-6. . . . . . .
1-5. . . . . . .
1-4. . . . . . .
1.3. . . . . . .
1.2.., . . . .

0-28 0.14 0.8 0.4 0.3,

1.20 1.80 2,40 2.9S 3.35
1.30 1,85 ‘2.4S 3.0S 3.45
1.40 1.95 2.55 3.20 3.55
1.50 2,05 2.65 3.30 3,65
1.60 2.15 2.75 3.45 3.80
1.70 2,30 2.90 3.60 4.00
1.85 2.50 .3.10 3.90 +.30
2.00 2,70 3.40 4.20 4,60

0.$4

-m
3.85
3.9s
4.05
‘4.20
‘4.40
4.70
SOS

4.80
5.10
5.45

0.4%. 0.61..

6.60 7,00
6.65 7,05
6,80 7.2o
6.90 7,30
7.00 7,45
7.2S 7.65
7.35 8,00
,.,5 * .“

1-1. . . . . . . 2.2S 3,00 3.80 4.7S 5,25 5.60 6,0S 6,S0 6.90 7.3S 7,75 8.20 8,65 9.,0

.Considered .S “h.lf.size,, sieves; not used i. c.mp.ti.g tienem modulus.

*
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Calculation of Water Required fov Concrete
Because of the important influence of the quantity of water in the concrete it

is desirable to haye a sound basis for proportioning the water. The quantity of
water necessary for given proportions and conditions may be determined by the
following formula:

3

[(

.JO
x=R ~D”+

)1.
—+,—, “ . . . . . . . ...(4)
l,26rn

where x = water, rquired-ra$io to volume of cement ti batcb (water.
rat,o )

R = Relative consistency of ccmcmte, cm “workability factor,,.
Normal consistency (relative consistency = l,CO) requires
the w.. of such a cpsant,ty of mixing water .s will cause a
slump of ~ to 1 in. i“ a freshly molded 6 by 12-in. cylinder
of about 1:4 mix upon withdrawing the form by a steady,
upward pull. A relative cmsimency of 1,10 requires the use
of 10$% more water and nndcr the above conditions will give
a slump of shout 5 to 6 in.

p = Normal consistency of cement (ratio by weight),
m = Fineness modu!us of aggregate, (an exponent).
n = VOlunte~ of tmxed aggregat$ to me of cement (the mix),
a = Ab,orptmn of aggregate, ,at,o of ~ater absorbed to “oIunle .f

aggregate. (Determined after immersion in water for 3
hours. Averaze values for cmshed limestone and nebbles. . . . . . . .
may he a.ssurn~d as 0,02; porous sandstones may reach 0.08:
very light and porous aggregate may reach 0.25.)

c = Moisture omtained i“ aggregate, ratio of water contained to .
volume of.. aggregate. (Assume as zero for mom-dry ag.
gregate. )

This formula takes account of all the factors wbicb affect tbe quantity of water
required in a concrete mixture. These factors nu.y be classified as follows:

1. “Workability” factor, or the relatw. consistency of the concrete, This is
dictated by the kmd of work being done; concrete must be more plastic
(which generally rneam a wetter comntemy) in reinforced concrete
building constmction than is necessary in mass work. The term (R) in
the eqwzti.” takes care of ~is factor. (R) may yary from, say, 0.92 for
a dry concrete to 2sN or hlgber for very wet nuxes,

2. Cement factor, which is made up of two parts: the WAY of cement so far
as normal consistency is concerned (p) ; the qua,ttity of cement in the
mix (n).

3. The aggregate factor. This includes the, three terms within the parenthesis
in Eq.ahon 4. The first term, mvolvmg (m), takes account of the size ,
and grading; the second (a) the absorption, imd the third (c) the water
contained m the aggregate.

In case admixtures of any kind are used, another term mast he ins.ert~d in the
equation, This relation has been fully worked rmt, b“t i! “d included in this
report.

Simplified Water Formulo
While Equation (4) represents the true water relation, it is somewhat com-

plicated by the fact that the fineness modulus (m) appears as an exponent. l%
equation can be expressed in a simpler form as follows:

[“
3 m

x=R ;P+(0,2—=+. —C).
1

. . . . . ...(5)

This equation gives values for ordim.ry ranges of mix and grading of aggregate
which are sensibly the same as given by Equation (4).

*
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FIG, 5. MAXIMUM pERMISSIBLE VALUES OF FINENESS MODULUS OF AGGREGATE

Grwhical r.wod.cti.n of Table 3. These curves are bssed m the rqnirenmm of sand
..d pebble .grreg.te. For cr.sl]ed stone .wgrwate the .alnes must be red.ced as noted in

the table.

Mdwurn Permissible Values of Fineness Modulus of Aggregates

Since a maximum practicable value of fineness modulus is found for each size
of aggregate and mix, i! is, necessary to place certain ~mits O“ the v?lue which
may be used for proportlo.nmg materr.ls for concrete m,xes. Table 3 gw,es Iimi\s
which will be found, pract!cablc. Subsequent expcrtence may d,ctate certain modi-
fications m the detads.

‘I’he purpose of Table 3 is t? avoid, the attempt to secure an aggregate grading
which is too coarse for its maximum size and for the amount of cement used. It
is also useful i,, wohibiting attanpts to u.? sands which are too . . ..ss for best
results in concrete mcitures. For 1.stance, rt would be found from this table that
the US. of a sand. of the nature of standard Ottawa sand is not permitted except
i“ nuxes 1:2 . . rtcber.

The curves in Frgure 5 are platted directly from the values give. for the stand-
ard sieves in Table 3.

Chart fov Design of Concrete Mixes
Fig, 6 is a nom.graph~c chart’ for the design of concrete mixm. This chart

takes account of the following four factors: ,,

1. The mix (cement content).
2. The relative consistency.
3. The grading of aggregate (fineness modulus).
4. The compressive strength of concrete.
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Given any three of these factors the chart enables us to solve for the fourth.
This chwt is, of course, based on the results of certain tests. For practical supplic-
ation these values musf generally be reduced by certain factors, which will depend
on tbe judgment of the designer. I“ order to furnish some basis for comparison,
commission tests of 1:3 standard sand mortars from the $ement used in these tests
are -&”e”.

Suppose we consider the case of concrete for road construction. This is gen-
erally specified as a 1 :1%:3 or a 1:2:3 mix, with aggregate graded up to 1%
in. These mixes are about the same as wbst have been termed a 1:4 mix, the exact
equivalent depending on the particular size and grading of the fine and coarse ag-
gregate. Assume that gravel aggregate will be used, graded to 1% in. Table 3
shows that we may use a fineness modulus as ~gh as 6.CQ— .25 = 5,75. Knowing
the sieve analysis an,d fineness mod~lus of both sizes of aggregate, apply the formula
or Fig. 7 to determme the proportmns of each aggregate wbicb must be mixed to
secure this value. Assume that the concrete’ will be mixed to a relative consistency
of 1.10, which is of such plasticity as will give a slump of 5 to 6 in. in tbe test de-

‘scribed shove. Place a straightedge in Fig. 6 on mix 1:4 and fineness modulus
5.75, and mark the point where it crosses the reference line for consistency; from
this point project the fine horizontally (as indicated in other examples) to relative
consistency 1.10. It will be seen that this gives, a compressive strength of 3,WI lb.
per sq. in. at iS days.

Table 4

Ex.4hfPu3 OF INFLuENCE OF QUANTITY OF MIXING WATER

ON THE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE

Values calculated from equation

14,KQ
s=;=—

8.2X

Where S = Compressive strength of coricrete (Ih. per sq. in.).
s = Water-ratio (an exponent).

A and B are constants whose values depend on quantity of cement and
other conditions of tbe test. The values given for A and B are based on
2&day tests of 1:4 mix, pebble aggregate graded tll%in., fineness modulus
5.75.

The water-ratio is equivalent to the cubic feet of water to 1 sack (1 cu. ft.)
of cement,

The strength values are SOMY for comparative purposes in showing the influ-
ence of changing the water content.

CdmWes,i”e Strewth of Concrete ,,’28 Days
water in a 1.Bag Batch Re!ative CmsistencF, Lb. Pa ?,q. In.

Gallons
Relative Strength

Watec-Ratia (x) Per Cent (s) Per cent

5.75 .77 100 2,770 100
6.0 .80 104 2,600 94
6.25 .84 109 2,400 87
..$ .s, ,,3 f;g S1
7,0 .94 122 70
7.5 1.01 . 131 1;670 60
8.0 1.07 139 1,470 53
9,0 1.21 157 1,100 40

10.0 1,34 174 830 30
12.0 1.60 208 480 17
1s.0 2.00 260 200 7
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Table 5

QUANTITY OF MIXING WATER REQUIRED FOR CONCRETE
3

[(

.30
Calculated by formula: x = R ;P+

)1
—+a–c n:
L26m

Where x = Water required-ratio m .mlume of cement in hatch (water-
mtio).

R = Relative consistency, or ‘%orkabilit

. . ..

ty factor.” Where R = 1.111
the concrete is mid to be of ‘<normal consistency.”

p = Normal consistency of cement by weight (assume p = 0.23).
m = Fineness modulus of aggregate,
n == Volume of mixed axzrerate to one volume of cement.. . . . .. .- .— . . .
a = Absorption of azcrezate, ratio of water absorbed to volume of

a,gg%lte. ““ “
t = Moisture in a=gregate, ratio of water mntaimd to vcdtune of

aggregate.
(a – C) = Net absorption of aggregate by volume.

In this table (a — c) is assumed as 0.02. In other words the net q.a”tity of water
taken by the aggregate is 2% by volume. This .@ue may be used for ordinzry
limestones and pebbles. For crushed trap and granrte it is sonm.rbat high, It is
too high i“ any case where the aggregate is saturated with water.

A relative mmistency of 1.03 (normal consistency) requires the use of such a
quantie of mixing water as will cause a slump of % to 1 in. in a freshly molded
6 by 12-im cylinder of about 1:4 mix upon withdrawing the form by a steady, upward
pull. This consistency k somewhat dry for most concrete work, b“t can be med
where light tamping is practicable,

A relative consistency of 1,10 ( 10~o more water than reqni.ed %. mrw.m.l
consistency) recmesents about the driest concrete which can he s.

.- . . . ... . .... .
.~tisfactorily used

in ccmcre<e” ma-d constmcticm, Under the conditions m~tio~~d above, this con-
sist ency will give a slump of about 5 to 6 in.

A relative com.istency of 1,25 represents abcmt the wett&t mmistency which
shodd be used in reinforced mncre~e b~ilding constroctio”. Under the conditiom
mmtioned above, thk com,stency wdl give a slump of about 8 to 9 in,

For mixes. and finenes~ mod.!i, other than those givfn in the table, approxi-
mate valms may be detemuned by mterpol.t,on, For specific cases use the fcmn.1..

Mix Gallons of Water D,, Sc.ckof cement
Cem..ASZ. Using Ag,re@es of D; ffem>t R*.,,.,, Modvli
b, volume 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4,50 5.00 s.50 6.00 6,50 7,00

. . .

1.1. , 4.7 4.s 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.0 3.9
m.,..:.,. P...:... -... — (.. . . .. .. . . . . ... .. .. . . . ..0 = 1.25

1.12. , 29.4 26.8 24.4 22.2 20.S 19.0 17.4 16.1 15.0 13.9 13.0 12..3
1-9. , ., 2’2.6 20.9 19.0 17.5 16.1. 15.0 13.8 12.7 12.0 Il.; 10.5 9.9
1-7. ... .,. 18.4 16.9 15.4 14.3 13.2 12,4 11.4 10.7 10.~ 9.0 8.4
1.6. . . . . . . . 16.3 15.0 13.8 ;2.; 11.9 II.: 10J 9,6 8.5 ~. ~.
1.5. . . . . . . . 14.0 ;::; 11.9 Io.g 8.6 ;:; ;.
1.4. . . . . . . . 11.9 1;; 9.6 ,,5 8.; ;. 7.5
1-3. . . . . . . . 9.8 p.!

6.5 6.2

1.2. .,..... 7.5
6,4 $.. 5.8 j.. H

6.8 $? 6.1 j.. 5.6 5.4 5.0
1.1. . . . . . . . $.4 5.1 4.9 4.8 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.0 4.0 3.9
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FIG. 6. DIAGRAM FOR THE DESIGN OF C0NCRET2 MlxTuRE5

This chat is breed m .mumession tests of 6 by Winch cylinders; am 28 days; stored in
damp sand.

The cement .eed .za.e cyn ..ss$. $tmnmhs in 1.3 standard sand mortar as follows. WhC.
Itested in the f.m of 2 by 4-1.. cylm.de.s:

A.. Lb. DC,S.. In.
1,900
3,200
4,200
4,300
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The effect of “sing other mixes, gradings or mmistencies on the strength can
be seen at CUR from the diagram. For instance, if the water were increased to a
relative mmistmcy of 1.25 (not nearly so wet as is frequently seen in mad work)
the strength will be reduced to 2,70Q lb, per sq, in.—a reduction of over 20 W. cent.
If the mix were changed to 1 ;4% and othm factors the same
tbe stre@b would be 3,230 lb, per sq. in. We shcwld have
as lean as 1 :57X i“ order to secure the mm. redwtion in :
above for a cbamge f mm 1.10 to 1.25 consist enq=.

as in tbe first &ample,
:, to change the mix to
strength as was found

By ming the wetter of the two, consistencies we secure concrete of the same
strengfh as if we had ys,ed one-thmd less cement and tbe drier mix, In other
words, increasing tbe mmmg water 137. tames the same reductmn m strength as
if we sho”lcf omit 33% of the cement. This example shows the reason for empha-
sizing the itn@rtance of proper control of mixing water in concrete,

This chart enables us to answer such qwstions as the following:
Which is the stronger, a 1:3 mortar cm a 1:5 concrete mixture?
Assuming that concrete of the same plasticity is used, the relative strmgtbs will

depend, of mmrse, on the grading of tbe aggregates and the mix. In me case we
have assumed 1:3 mix with fimness modulus equal to 3.03, This will give a strength
for normal consistency of 3,0Ctl lb. per sq. in Tbe 1:5 mix (fineness modulus 5.70)
gim a str.nsfb for normal COn,isten.y of about 3,300 lb. per sq. in. The stre.gtbs
for other comistmcks can be found by rea.ding horizontally across the chart as in-
dicated by the dotted lines

Unfortunately, we now have “O proper basis for absolute valms for strength
of concrete. This, of course, makes h necessary to refer to particular tests as i“ Fig.
6. This condition emphasizes the importamx of working out a test of cement which
will give m at once the mncret@ strength for given materials, mixes, etc. With the
present method of testing cement it is” impossible t. do more than make a rough
guess .s to the strength of concrete from the results of briquet tests.

Quantity of Water R#quived fw Cotw’et.

The fommlas given above (4 and 5) show the elements which makeup the wmer-
requireme”ts of a concrete mix. Table 5 gives the qwmtity of water required for
certain mixes and values of fineness modulus, Quantities are ~iven in terms of
gallons per sack of cement. In this table ~he net absorption (that is, the qwmtity
of water taken “p by the aggregate in add,t,on to that already contained) is ,wsmn.d
.s 0.02 (274 by volume). This tabl,e is of interest when we consider that it has
been found that a gi.p ,water-rat?o corr~sponds to constant concrete strength
regardless of the mmbmat,on of mix, ccms,$tency m grading of aggregate which
may be used, so long as we have a work.bk concrete.

Futthw Diwumion of Co....!. ,ifizm

The importance of the water-ratio on the strength of concrete will be shown i“
the fcdlowinn considerations:

One pin; more water than necessary to Produce a plastic concrete reduces the
strength to the sane extent as if we sbmdd omit 2 to 3 lb, of cement from a l-bag
batcb.

Onr studies give .s an mtirely new ccmcepti.m of the f.nctio” performed by
the various co?stit”ent materials The use of a coarse, well-graded aggregate
remits in m gam i“ strength nnless we take advardzge of the fast that the ammmt
of water necessary to produce a plastic mix cm thus be reduced. In a similar way
we may say that tbe use of more cement in a batcb does not produce any beneficial
effect except from the fact that a plastic, workable mix can be produced with,
a lower water-rat,..

Tbe reason a rich mixture gives a higher strength tbm a km one is not that
more cement is used, but became the mmrete cm be mixed (md usually is mixed)
with a water-ratio which is relatively lower for the richer mixtures than for the
lean ones. If adva,tage is not taken of the fact that in a rich mix relatively less.
w?ter can ~e wed, “o benefit will b? gained as compared with a leaner mix. In d]
th,s discms?on the quantity of water is. compared with the quantity of cement in tbe
batch (c”b,. feet of water to 1 sack of cemmt) and not to tbe weight of dry
materials or of the concrete as is generally done.
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FIG. 7. DIAGRAM FOR DETERMINING QUANTITY OF SAND REQUIRED
IN CONCRETE MIXES
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The mere “se of richer mixes has encouraged a fteling of security, wffereas
in many instances nothing more has been accomplished than wastittg a large quantity
of cement, due tothe usc of sn excess of mixinz .@er. The universal acceptance
of this false theory of concrete has exerted a most pernicious influence cm the
proper use of concrete materials a“d has proven to be an almost imurmountabk
barrier in the way of progress in the development of sound principles of concrete
proportioning and construction.

Rich mixes and well-graded aggregates are jmt as essential as ever, hut we
now have a proper appreciation of the true function of ~he constituent materials in
concrete and a more’ thorough understanding of the injurious effect of too nmch
water. Rich mixes and well-graded aggregates are after all only a means to an
end; that is, to produc. a plastic, workable concrete with z minimum quantity of
water as compared with the cement used, Workability of concrete mixes is of
fmdarnental significance This factor is the rmly limitatitm which prevents the
reductmn of cement a“d wattr in the batch to much Iovmr Iim,ts than are now

,.

practicahlc. )
The above mmideratio.s show that the water content is the most important

element of a concrete mix, in that small variations in the water cause a m.cb wider
change in the ~trmgtb than similar .ariatiom i“ the cement cmtent or the size or
gradjng of the, aggregate. This shows tbe absurdity of our pres,ent practice in
speclfymg ,defimte gradings for aggregates and carefully pmportmnmg the mmmt,
then gucssmg at the water. It would be more correct to carefully measure the
water and euess at the cement in the batcb.

The grading of the aggregate may vary over a wide range without producing
any effect on concrete strength, so long as the cement and water remain unchanged.
The consistency of the concrete will be changed, but this will mx affect the concrete
strength if all mixes are plastic. The possibility of improving tbe strength of
concrete by better grading of aggregates is small as compared with the advantages
which may be reaped from using as dry a mix as can be properly placed. Table 4
shows the effect of water on the strength of concrete.

It is ‘impracticable to lay dm.m a gemral rule for the q.a”tity of water wbicb
should be used in a conc:ete mix, since it was seen in the water formulas given
above that the total water n governed by a large number of different factors. How-
ever, it is only tbe water wh,cb goes to the cement (that is, exclusive of absorbed
water) which affects the concrete strength. The failure to recognize this fact has
led to many erroneous conclusions from tests made to determine the relative merits
of ditfercmt agmexates.

Table 5 ~i~es- the quantity of water required for plastic mixes for certain
assumed conditions of normal consistency of cernmt, absorption of aggregate, znd
relatwe consistency. Water is expressed in terms of gallons per sack of cement.
In using this ~able the dependence of the value of fineness modulus which may be
used on the size of aggregate and the mix, referred to in Table 3, should not be
overlooked.

Without regard to the actual quantity of mixing water, the following nde is a
safe one to follow: Use the smallest q.a%t:ty of mtxing water that w“fl produce a
plas[ic or zc,.rhubl~ co.crete. The, impo~tance of any method of mixing, handling,
placing and fin!shmg concrete .yhlch wdl enable the hu,lder to reduce the water
content .of the concrete t. a m!mm. m 1s at once apparent.
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Design of Concr.fe Mixtures, by Duff A, Abrams ( 1918).
w the effect, of quantity of mixing water, and size and wadkw of a pex.tes
the: c.mpr.sslve stm!wiil of concrete. fOutlinis. z new methcd of eswn d

mete mixtur.s: based . . the water:canem ratio and the fimness modulus of
asz,exates.

BCLLETIN 2, Effect of CurinS’ Condition on the l?~car anif Strength tif Concrete,
bx DtIff A. Abrams. ,‘

R<nrinted from Pm.,. Am, Rzilnw Epg. Am% v. 20, 1919.
Tests, ,h.w b$m?fitm .t?e@ and resrstm.c to wear from keeping concrete moist, as

compared with allowoua ,< to dry. out Ixematyely. Discys,e, rdat,m between
,,,,, and strqtb ad s,.,, ds,t?. on abmrpt,m and “M weight of CO,ICX+,
Bibliosra~hy mmsed to 3922.

BU~LETIN 3., Effect of Vibmt.iou, Jigging ..a
Duff A:

l“’” ~~%x%
of Co*icr,te cyli.

BULLETI.N 4. Effect of

1’“““
,Reprinled from .Proc, mm aoc. ., .snn,g +..., . . LY, ram ..,, IYLS.

C.mcmte and mortar tests on 51 asmglea of cement from 7 d!fferent milk,,. mound to
finmesses ranging ft.? 2 to 43,per cent ,m the 20g.tnesh SK,... .$1s. gmes n“mer.
.“s data ,. strmwR, of .,...,.,, of d,fferent mm,,, cons,,tem,es, etc., at age,
of 7 da.,, m 1 yea,.

am. . . . . Omlm,rum,,

b. Duff A. Abrams: Revised. 1924.

BLWETIN 5. Modulus of Elasticity of Concrete, by Stanton Walker; Revised, 1923,
Reprinted Fr.mmProc; Am. S... Testing Mat., ., 19, P~xt 11, 1919.
Discu+io. of stress-deformation measarernents on about 4,000 6 bY 12$.I.:,w:S

wlindws and relation between modulus of elasticity and strctwth.
stats foz conaetc-. of, a \7ide . ..s. of ,tnixt..es, camsisteneies, and wes “D to
5 ,.,,s. Ntnnerotis general data O. the strength of coruxet: are .aven. Amen.
dices . . flex.re of reinforced cot,crete bca . ...,.

BG.LETIN 6, tiffect of ‘Stm-a&4 of Cement; t.
Cement in cloth sacks stored in’ shed in ~?rd and in Laboratory for periods Up to

about 5 years ; Parallel tests made ns,ru gaper sacks for certain .O!xl,tmr,s.
Mc,rtar and, concrete test, nude at ages of 7 days to 2 year: after each storage

.Ptiiod.

BULLETIN 7. Effect of Tannic .kcid . . tbe.’ Strength of concrete, by Duff .L Abrams.
Reprinted,fmm Pm., Arm Sm. Testing Mt., v. 20, Part 11,s1,920.
Ta..ic acz,i iq different pr.urxtio.s used as tynicd ,,.1 ors+nm mnw+ritw encountered

!+, natural @s. @nPrc$,imI @ts of 3 by 6.,.. concrete cylinder, c,+ d,fferc”t
nnxt.rcs, conwtencw, and sradtng of aggregates at .s.s of 7 d.q’s to 2 Years.

BULLETIN 8, Effect o,f .Hydrated Lime and Otb.r Pmwlv.rcd Admixtmes in Cm-
crete, IV Duff A. Abr.mns.

,. ~. Reprinted from Pro.. Am. S... Testing I&t., . . 20, Part11,1920.
An exhaustive study of the effect of hydrated lime and. other inert powdcr$d admix.-: turcs @ cancmte. W .,; awl stmwth test, CO”,, a wide r?nge of rmxes, CO..

.smtencms,SIZ,S and sr.dmm of ammgate,, ages, curing mnd,tmm, etc.

BULLETIN 9, Q“a.ntities. of Miteria]s for Concrete, by Duff A, Abrarm and Stanton,
Walker (1921 ).

A serie. of tables givi~ the prowrt@.s and q.antitiea of m’atm’ials ~,@,~d t.
mod... mtmret. h=..m = C-D=W stmnzth d I 500. 2000,.2500. 3000.:3500
and ?000 lb., gg s{, in., using. fine and s...s. asamg+t:s .of different sizes, and




